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Abstract

Background: Computer vision has promise in image-based cutaneous melanoma diagnosis but clinical utility is uncertain.

Objective: To determine if computer algorithms from an international melanoma detection challenge can improve dermatologist melanoma diagnostic accuracy.

Methods: Cross-sectional study using 150 dermoscopy images (50 melanomas, 50 nevi, 50 seborrheic keratoses) from the test dataset of a melanoma detection challenge, along with algorithm results from twenty-three teams. Eight dermatologists and nine dermatology residents classified dermoscopic lesion images in an online reader study and provided their confidence level.

Results: The top-ranked computer algorithm had a ROC area of 0.87, which was higher than the dermatologists (0.74) and the residents (0.66) (p<0.001 for all comparisons). At the dermatologists’ overall sensitivity in classification of 76.0%, the algorithm had a superior specificity (85.0% vs. 72.6%, p=0.001). Imputation of computer algorithm classifications for
dermatologist evaluations with low confidence ratings (26.6% of evaluations) increased dermatologist sensitivity from 76.0% to 80.8% and specificity from 72.6% to 72.8%.

**Limitations:** Artificial study setting lacking the full spectrum of skin lesions as well as clinical metadata.

**Conclusions:** Accumulating evidence suggests that deep neural networks can classify skin images of melanoma and its benign mimickers with high accuracy and potentially improve human performance.

**Capsule Summary**

- The top-ranked computer algorithm from an international computer vision challenge more accurately classified 150 dermoscopy images of melanoma, nevi, and seborrheic keratoses than dermatologists or dermatology residents
- When judiciously applied, use of computer algorithm predictions may improve dermatologist accuracy for melanoma diagnosis
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**Introduction:**

Computer vision has promise in image-based cutaneous melanoma diagnosis.\(^1\)\(^–\)\(^7\) However, the lack of large public datasets of skin images has restricted the advancement of deep learning algorithms for skin cancer detection; to date, no algorithm has demonstrated clinical utility. The International Skin Imaging Collaboration (ISIC) aims to address these limitations by creating a public archive of images for education and research. Here, we describe results from our second international melanoma detection challenge, which was conducted at the 2017 International Symposium on Biomedical Imaging using dermoscopy images of melanoma and common benign mimickers [i.e., nevi and seborrheic keratoses (SK)]. We (a) compared the diagnostic accuracy of the top-ranked computer algorithm to the performance of dermatologists and residents in a reader study and (b) explored the diagnostic impact of substituting algorithm decisions for dermatologist classifications in instances where reader diagnostic confidence was low.

**Methods:**

IRB approval was obtained at Memorial Sloan Kettering and the study was conducted in accordance with the Helsinki Declaration. Details of the challenge tasks, evaluation criteria, timeline, and participation are published.\(^8\)\(^,\)\(^9\) We selected 2,750 high-quality dermoscopy images from the ISIC Archive: 521 (19%) melanomas, 1,843 (67%) melanocytic nevi, and 386 (14%) SK. Images were randomly allocated to training (n=2,000), validation (n=150), and test (n=600) datasets. Twenty-three algorithms were submitted to the melanoma classification challenge, and all used neural networks and deep learning, a form of machine learning.
learning that uses multiple processing layers to automatically identify increasingly abstract concepts present in data.\textsuperscript{10}

Algorithms were ranked by area under the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve and we chose the top-ranked algorithm for analyses.\textsuperscript{8,9} A ROC curve is a graphical plot created by plotting sensitivity against the false positive rate (1-specificity) at various threshold settings. The area under the ROC curve is therefore a global measure of the ability of a test to classify whether a specific condition is present or not present; an area under the ROC curve of 0.5 represents a test with no discriminating ability (i.e., no better than chance alone) and an area under the ROC curve of 1.0 represents a test with perfect classification. A ROC curve can be used to determine an appropriate test cut-off but the selection of a test threshold depends on the purpose of the test and the trade-off between sensitivity and specificity in the intended clinical scenario.\textsuperscript{11}

A reader study was performed using 150 images [50 melanomas (15 invasive, 20 in situ, 15 not otherwise specified), 50 nevi, 50 SK] randomly selected from the test set. The median (min-max) Breslow depth for the invasive melanomas was 0.3 (0.15–3.3) mm. Eight dermatologists who specialize in skin cancer diagnosis and management and ten dermatology residents agreed to participate in the study; after beginning evaluations, one resident did not complete the study and was removed. The mean (range) number of years of post-residency clinical experience and use of dermoscopy of the dermatologists was 14 (4–32) and 14.5 (7–28) years, respectively. The dermatologists originated from four countries [United States (n=4), Spain (n=2), Israel (n=1), and Colombia (n=1)] and all the dermatology residents were from the United States. Readers classified the lesions as melanoma, nevus, or SK, indicated a management decision (biopsy or observation), and reported diagnostic confidence on a Likert scale from 0 (extremely unconfident) to 6 (extremely confident). There were 1,200 total image evaluations performed by dermatologists and 1,350 by residents, respectively. Readers were blinded to diagnosis, clinical images, and metadata. There were no time restrictions and participants could complete evaluations over multiple sittings. For comparisons with human readers, algorithm performance metrics were calculated on the same 150 lesions from the reader study.

Descriptive statistics were used to explore the distributions of reader and algorithm results by lesion diagnostic classification and reader confidence. Summary measures of diagnostic accuracy were estimated for lesion classification and management for readers. Two sample tests for proportions were used to assess differences in diagnostic accuracy measures between sample subgroups. Where applicable, variance estimates were inflated to address clustering of responses within readers. Algorithm diagnostic accuracy was assessed for lesion classification. ROC curves were calculated for algorithms, reader, and reader subgroups. Comparisons of ROC area between algorithms and human readers used a non-parametric approach.\textsuperscript{12,13}

Reader results were imputed with algorithm responses when reader confidence in classification of the lesion was low (confidence classification: 0–3). This was accomplished by dichotomizing the algorithm using a pre-determined sensitivity threshold of 90%. After imputation, diagnostic accuracy measures were recalculated. The alpha level for analyses
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was 5% and tests were two-sided. Analyses were performed using Stata v.14.2, Stata Corporation, College Station, TX.

Results:

The overall sensitivity, specificity, and ROC area of the dermatologists for melanoma classification was 76.0% (95% CI:71.5–80.1), 72.6% (95% CI:69.4–75.7) and 0.74 (95% CI:0.72–0.77), respectively. The overall sensitivity, specificity, and ROC area of the residents for melanoma classification was 56.0% (95% CI:51.3–60.6), 76.3% (95% CI:73.4–79.1) and 0.66 (95% CI:0.6–0.69), respectively. The ROC area of the top-ranked algorithm in melanoma classification was 0.8685 (Figure 1), which was greater than the overall ROC areas in classification and management of 0.74 and 0.70 for the dermatologists and 0.66 and 0.67 for the residents (p<0.001 for all comparisons).

At the dermatologists’ overall sensitivity in classification of 76.0%, the computer algorithm had a specificity of 85.0%, which was higher than the dermatologists’ specificity of 72.6% (p=0.001). At the dermatologists’ overall sensitivity in management of 89.0%, the algorithm specificity was 61%, which was higher than the dermatologists’ specificity of 51.1% (p=0.02).

To explore the feasibility of algorithms aiding lesion classification, we imputed algorithm classifications for reader evaluations with low confidence scores (range 0–3), constituting 51% of resident and 26.6% of dermatologist evaluations, respectively. After imputation, sensitivity of resident evaluations increased from 56.0% to 72.9%, with a decrease in specificity from 76.3% to 72.6%. The proportion of the 1,350 evaluations correctly classified by residents increased from 69.4% (n=939) to 72.6% (n=981). The sensitivity of dermatologist classifications increased from 76.0% to 80.8% and the specificity increased from 72.6% to 72.8%. The proportion of evaluations correctly classified by dermatologists increased from 73.8% (n=885) to 75.4% (n=905).

Discussion:

These results and others2-5 demonstrate that deep neural networks can classify skin images of melanoma with high accuracy. Compared to our 2016 challenge,1 we observed an increase in the relative diagnostic performance of the top-ranking algorithm compared to the same eight dermatologist readers. This suggests that the performance of algorithms is improving, possibly due to availability of larger training datasets or advances in algorithm development.

Although studies have demonstrated that algorithms can identify melanoma with diagnostic accuracy superior to dermatologists in reader studies, their clinical applicability remains uncertain. To examine the feasibility of an algorithm augmenting physician performance, we imputed algorithm classifications for lesions in which the physician reported low diagnostic confidence. We hypothesized that this would represent the most likely circumstance in which a physician would seek/use diagnostic help in a clinical setting. In this analysis, we found that the sensitivity and overall proportion of correct responses by readers increased by imputing algorithm classifications. Further studies are required to determine the optimal
algorithm thresholds that would benefit physicians in a range of clinical settings and scenarios.

There are notable limitations to our study. Our test dataset did not include the full spectrum of skin lesions, particularly banal lesions and less common presentations of melanoma, and the setting was artificial as physicians did not have access to data used when evaluating patients (e.g., age, personal/family history of melanoma, lesion symptoms). We did not perform external validity analyses, which are important for demonstrating algorithm generalizability. Comparisons of skin cancer diagnostic accuracy of dermatologists and computer algorithms through reader studies should be cautiously interpreted. One device approved by the US Food and Drug Administration that used multispectral digital skin lesion analysis had been shown to have high melanoma sensitivity and to improve both the sensitivity and specificity of dermatologists after clinical and dermoscopic examination of suspicious skin lesions via reader studies; despite these apparent strengths, the device was discontinued in 2017.

Unlike other studies examining the diagnostic accuracy of automated systems for skin cancer diagnosis, our study used a dataset that is publicly available for external use and future benchmarking. We further compared dermatologist accuracy to the top-ranked algorithm from a computer vision challenge, suggesting that the performance of the classifier is reflective of the current state-of-the-art in machine learning. Our annual ISIC melanoma detection challenges are the largest comparative studies of computerized skin cancer diagnosis to date and have attracted global participation. As our ISIC image archive expands, we anticipate hosting continuous public challenges with larger and more varied datasets with clinically relevant metadata.

In conclusion, the top-ranked algorithm from an international melanoma detection challenge exceeded the diagnostic accuracy of both dermatologists and residents in an artificial study setting. The sensitivity and overall proportion of correct evaluations by readers improved when imputing algorithm classifications for lesions in which the physician reported low diagnostic confidence, suggesting that augmented human classification is feasible. Future studies demonstrating clinical utility in a real-world setting are needed.
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Figure 1. Diagnostic accuracy of the top-ranked algorithm, dermatologists, and residents for melanoma on the 150-image dataset.
Receiver operating characteristic curve demonstrating sensitivity and specificity for melanoma of the top-ranked algorithm from the 2017 ISIC melanoma detection challenge (blue curve). Solid black box indicates the overall performance of 8 dermatologists (center “x”) along with 95% confidence band (rectangular bounding box). Dashed gray box indicates the overall performance of 9 residents (center “x”) along with 95% confidence intervals (rectangular bounding box).
Table 1.

Measures of diagnostic accuracy for lesion classification by reported confidence in the diagnosis.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
<th>Freq. (% )</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>p_trend</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
<th>p_trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Residents</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>7 (0.5)</td>
<td>100.0 (2.5–100.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>16.7 (0.4–64.1)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>160 (11.8)</td>
<td>57.6 (44.1–70.4)</td>
<td>0.54</td>
<td>61.4 (51.2–70.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>238 (17.6)</td>
<td>48.6 (36.9–60.6)</td>
<td>73.2</td>
<td>65.7–79.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>289 (21.4)</td>
<td>53.6 (43.2–63.8)</td>
<td>70.3</td>
<td>63.3–76.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>397 (29.4)</td>
<td>51.8 (43.1–60.4)</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>76.7–86.4</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>204 (15.1)</td>
<td>63.1 (50.2–74.7)</td>
<td>87.8</td>
<td>81.1–92.7</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>55 (4.1)</td>
<td>100.0 (80.5–100.0)</td>
<td></td>
<td>89.5 (75.2–97.1)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Confidence Level</th>
<th>Freq. (% )</th>
<th>Sensitivity (95% CI)</th>
<th>p_trend</th>
<th>Specificity (95% CI)</th>
<th>p_trend</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>26 (2.2)</td>
<td>75.0 (34.9–96.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>61.1 (35.7–82.7)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>65 (5.4)</td>
<td>62.5 (40.6–81.2)</td>
<td></td>
<td>68.3 (51.9–81.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>97 (8.1)</td>
<td>52.0 (31.3–69.8)</td>
<td></td>
<td>58.3 (46.1–69.8)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>131 (10.9)</td>
<td>67.3 (52.9–79.7)</td>
<td></td>
<td>63.3 (51.7–73.9)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>301 (25.1)</td>
<td>74.3 (64.8–82.3)</td>
<td></td>
<td>64.8 (57.7–71.5)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>342 (28.5)</td>
<td>79.5 (70.8–86.5)</td>
<td></td>
<td>76.1 (70.0–81.4)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>238 (19.8)</td>
<td>91.9 (83.2–97.0)</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td>90.2 (84.6–94.3)</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Readers reported a mean confidence of 3.7 (SD=1.51). Dermatologists had higher confidence than residents (4.2 vs. 3.3, p<0.001).